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ABSTRACT

Italy is located on a earthquake prone area and old bridges were desinged without any seismic
provision. In the years (2009), tremors were felt in Italy due to the strong earthquakes at
Abruzzo, which highlight the earthquake threat to Italy.
This study focuses on seismic vulnerability of arch type masonry bridge structures in Italy,
designed primarily for gravity loads, when they are subjected to earthquakes. A case study has
been carried out for the vulnerability study for a 11 m span masonry arch bridge representing
typical bridge structure in Italy. In the case study, nonlinear dynamic analyses for the full scale
structures are carried out. The evaluation of the seismic vulnerability is carried out by
verification of arch at mid span and near support of the bridge. The demand curve is obtained
based on the accelerograms due to the worst earthquake scenario in Italy. From these studies,
it is concluded that the arch type masonry bridges in Italy may suffer some damage due to the
worst possible earthquake.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER ONE
MASONRY BRIDGES: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Many transport and road bridges in Italy (and, more generally, in Europe) are arch
masonry bridges. It is very old typology of bridges, which employment can taced back to the
ancient Romans period, or even earlier. The durability of this kind of bridges is remarkabable,
as demonstrated by the many roman masonry arch bridges, as well as some aqueducts, which
are still perfectly working. This construction technique has been transmitted from one
generations to the other, with only minor variations. A large stock of masonry bridges was then
built during the second half of the xix century and first half of the xx century, when the largest
part of the modern railway and road system was evolved. Recently, new bridges are more
often steel or concrete structures, but many masonry bridges still exist and their seismic
performance is a major concern.
The potentially high seismic vulnerability of masonry bridges has not yet been fully
percieved, may be because there have not been many significant damage evidences after
recent earthquakes.
In particular, the problem of the interaction between the infill material and the side walls
of the bridges under seismic excitation has not been studied yet, but appears to be a potentially
relevant damage mode. Above all,a problem to be considered is the interaction between soil,
sub and superstructure,in relation with possible out of plane collapse. This failure mode is
expected to occur at the very beginning of the seismic excitation, before other types of
mechanism may have damages the structure. Also, it is believed that this kind of out-of-plane
collapse may occur even for low levels of acceleration. This mechanism of failure has been
studied in the current work, through a parametric study on a bridge and soil typologies. For
each case, acceleration demand and capacity are compared sosme conclusions are drawn.
1.2 Scope
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The objectives of this research is to carry out the seismic evaluation of the historical
bridge structures. The analyses are carried out for continuous multi-span bridge strcutures with
arch type geometry.
Chapter 2 is devoted to masonry bridges. In this chapter detailed description regarding
the construction and various structural parts of the masonry is discussed.
Chapter 3 is related to the seismic history of Italy and the different stages regarding
development of seismic codes is discussed in detail.
In Chapter 4, the finite element modeling and analysis parameters of the bridge will be
discussed in details and response spectra of the soil.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the computation of the level of demand on the bridge
considered. This demand is calculated using acceleration demand at the base of the bridge
using an elastic response spectrum. This spectrum is constructed according to the Italian
Seismic Code [O.P.C.M. n. 3274] and the acceleration corresponding to the dominant
frequency of oscillation of the bridge in the transverse direction is read from the spectrum. In
particular, the acceleration at the base of the bridge cases considered is determined, assuming
that the bridge belong to seismic zone two as described in the Code and is located on the soft
Soil category as described in chapter 2. Then, the acceleration demand at centre of the pier is
determined, after application of acceleration response factor. The verification of arch of the
bridge at the central point of span and near to the support will also be carried out for the
seismic demand of the structure.
Chapter 6 sumarises the most relevant results obtained from the comparison of the
acceleration capacity and demand for the different cases. In particular, the comparison
between demand and capacity is analyzed, since it is belived to be of some importance not
only to check if bridge fail or survises, but also to quantify how it is far from the limit
condition,corresponding to demand equal to capacity. Finally, the most relevant conclusions
derived from this work and outlineds suggestion for future research, with particular emphasis
for those issues where furhter investigation is required.
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CHAPTER TWO

ARCH MASONRY BRIDGES

2

Arch Masonry Bridges

2.1 General characteristics of masonry bridges
As stated by Resemini [2003], the modern Italian masonry bridges, especially transport
bridges, have been built in a time of 100 years, approximately between 1830 and 1930. This
very short period determines the homogeneity of some of the construction techniques and of
the geometry of such structures. Nevertheless, they show some different details, depending on
the year of construction, on the geographical area and, most likely, also on the designer. For a
more detailed overview of the history of masonry arch bridges construction, the reader is
referred to work of Resemini [2003].
Generally, the parts constituting a masonry bridge (shown inf Fig. 2.1) are; the arch, which is
the structural part of the bridge; the elements supporting the arch, i.e. abutments and piers; the
foundations and the non-structural parts, located above the arch, to create a horizental plane,
such as the filling material. The filling material is laterally contrained by two walls, which are
located above exterior part of the arch. Some more detail on the characteristics of this infill
materail will be discussed in the next section.

Fig. 2.1 Section plan of Masonry bridge [Gilbert, M. 2004]
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Fig. 2.2 Identification of the different parts constituting a masonry arch bridge [Galasco et al.,
2004]

Fig. 2.3 Example of Viaduct
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Fig. 2.4 Bridge View from the river

2.2

Structural arrangement
For existing masonry bridges, one of the major difficulties consists in the determination

of the characteristics of the material used in the construction. This is mainly due to intrinsic
characteristics of the masonry, which is very anistropic material, whose mechanical properties
are strongly dependent on the properties of its constituents. In particular, for existing structures
it is far from trival to determine the consistency of the grout, when present, or the quality of the
structural elements (brick or stones) used. Often, different types of materials may be used for
different parts of the bridge, due to structural reasons (need for higher resistance of the more
heavily stressed parts and for lower weight of the non-structural parts), as well as to
economical reasons [Resemini, 2003].
The geometry of the bridge is strongly influenced by topography of the valley to be
crossed. Wide and deep valleys are often crossed by bridges called viaducts, with more spans
on high piers, whilst wide but shallow valleys are crossed by bridges with more spans on short
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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piers. Narrow valleys and minor streams are usually crossed by single-span-bridges.
[Resemini, 2003].
2.3 Characteristics of the filling material
The space between the two walls of a masonry arch bridges is filled up with some material,
in order to create a horizontal plane. This infill material must be light and able to drain the
water; moreover it should contribute to the repartition to the arch of the concentrated loads
applied on the horizontal plane on top of it.
The filling material is usually incoherent material (such as soil or mucking resulting from
mines excavation) or, in order to reduce the thrust on the walls, it may be constituted by dry
stones, coarse aggregate, gravel, ballast or, more recently, low resistance concrete. In case of
viaducts, especially when they have piers of significant height, it is not uncommon to find some
brick vaults instead of the filling material. The reasoning behind this solution is not clear, but it
may have been adopted to reduce the weight acting on the arch. For the sake of simplicity, this
infill material will be always referred to as soil, in what follows.
Some typical values of the specific weight of the infill material, suggested by Gambarotta et
al. [2001 b], are summarized in Table 2.1. In that work, it is also stated that, when precise
information on the type of material used is lacking, a valued between 17 and 19 kN/m3 may be
reasonably assumed for the specific weight. In the present work a value of 17 kN/m3 has been
selected.
Table 2.1 Values of specific weight for some types of filling materials
Mateiral
Incohernet material
Dry stones
Aggregate or gravel
Low resistance concrete

Specific Weight
16-18
18-21
14-18
21

According to Albenga [1953], for transport bridges, the height of the soil between the
horizontal plane and the top of the arch must not be less than 40 cm. However, for lower-height
bridges, this limit may be brought down to 30 cm, but never less than 15 cm. Generally, the
thickness of the stratum is equal to the arch thickness at the apex stone. The filling material
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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produces, as obvious, some pressures on the side walls of the bridges. This pressure can be
subdivided into static (always present) and dynamic (developed only when the structure is
subjected to dynamic loads) parts.
2.4 Seismic damage to masonry bridges
As stated above, most of the existing Italian masonry bridges have been built between
1830 and 1930. Therefore their seismic history is quite short, with a consequent lack of
information about seismic damages to these structures. It seems likely that, for earthquakes of
moderate intensity, a masonry bridge, without particular structural deficiencies, will survive
without being heavily damaged; nevertheless, the response of these bridges to major
earthquakes requires more investigations [Resimini, 2003].
Information about seismic damage to masonry bridges throughout the world is very
limited. In fact, in the less industrial areas of the world, masonry structures are either of limited
extension, or information is difficult to be obtained, whilst in the more industrial zones, modern
infrastructures are not realized in masonry, as anticipated in the introduction. Also, the seismic
risk of this kind of structures is not associated with human lives loss, but with the functionality of
some parts of the system of infrastructures. This is another reason of the scare information
available, especially for those areas in which an earthquake causes many victims and
therefore this kind of infrastructural damage is not considered of significance. Therefore, the
seismic vulnerability of masonry bridges seems to be an interesting issue only in Europe, and
in particular considering the seismicity of the area, in Italy, [Resemini, 2003].
Even if the construction techniques may vary from area to area, due to local knowledge
and in situ availability of materials, a study of the evidences of seismic damage to masonry
bridges throughout the world may help in the knowledge of the damage mechanisms of these
structures.
The Kashmir earthquake (magnitude 8.5), which occurred in October, 2005 in the
Kashmir Part of Pakistan, caused damage to several masonry bridges. Most of them were
short span bridges, with short piers. The damages which have been observed consist in
cracking and skews of the elements of the arches, damages to the piers and overturning of the
bridge walls. An example of a masonry bridge, which has been damage during the Kashmir
earthquake, is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Fig. 2.5 Damage of bridge due to Oct 8, Kashmir earthquake, Pakistan

Fig. 2.6 Overturing of the walls for a transport masonry bridge, after the Bhuj earthquake, 2001,
India [Gisdevelopment, 2001]
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Another example of 88 years old masonry bridge is shown in Fig. 2.6, which has been
damaged during the Bhuj earthquake. It can been seen that the earthquake caused the
overturning of the walls and the falling-off of the infill material, exposing the train rails.
An example of damage due to overturning of the bridge walls is related to the
earthquake occurred in the Italian regions of Umbria and Marche, in 1997. The damage arch
masonry bridge is shown in Fig. 2.7. Also in this case, the overturning of the wall exposed the
filling material, even if, from this picture, it is not easy to identify the type of material constituting
the filling for this particular bridge.

Fig. 2.7. Damage of a masonry bridge, after the Umbria-Marche earthquake, 1997 [Resemini
and Lagomarsino, 2004]
The above puts in evidence that one of the most frequent types of failure consists in the
damage of bridge piers due to overturning of parapets and spandrel walls. For these bridges,
local failure, such as overturning of the bridge piers, probably due to interaction with infill
material, are very common. The present work will focus on the study of these type of failure
mechanism.

Erasmus Mundus Programme
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2.5 Location of the bridge
The arch type bridge is one of the important infrastructure of the SP 422 in the
Province of Puos Di Alpago, Belluno (BL) as shown in Fig. 2.8. This is typical example of
arch type masonry and concrete structure. The briddge is two lane with 10 span having
11.60 meters long on which the arch thickness varying.

Fig. 2.8 Location of Bridge

Fig. 2.9. Front View of the historical bridge
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Fig. 2.10. Front View of the Arch of historical bridge

Fig. 2.11. Top View of the historical bridge
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Fig. 2.12. Another View of the Arch of historical bridge

Fig. 2.13. Front View of the Arch

Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Fig. 2.14. Enlarge View of the Arch of historical bridge
Table 2.2 Specification of bridge
Bridge
Description
S.R./S.P.
Prov.
N°OPCM
N°DGR
Progr. km
Denomination
Year
Length
Width
Superfice
Comune
Seismic Zone
Materiale
N of Span
Typology
LONG. (E)
LATIT. (N)
Soil

Description
422
Belluno
164
157
4+443
Torrente Tesa
Before 1900
143.6
10.5
1507.8
Puos d'Alpago
2
Masonry
11
ARCH
12.36747265
46.13767915
Soft
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CHAPTER THREE
EVALUATION OF SEISMIC SAFETY OF HISTORICAL BRIDGES

3.1

Past Seismicity of Italy
Seismic classification in Italy has evolved considerably over the last century. The first

zonation (Calabria Region), in which only the most damaged areas were classified, was made
after the 1908 Messina earthquake, resulting in the first Italian Seismic Code in 1909. 1908
Messina Earthquake having magnitude of M7.1 results in 90,000 deaths Until 1980, similar
regulations were enforced after each damaging earthquake. This meant that for much of the
20th century, only the areas that suffered significant seismic damage, i.e. only 25% of the
Italian territory, were classified into seismic zones, and that the constructions built in these
classified zones were designed according to the Italian seismic code in force at the time
[Mauro Dolce, (2004)].
In 1981, after the 1980 Irpinia earthquake, a more comprehensive and rational seismic
zonation was undertaken, taking into account the Italian seismic history of the past several
centuries. At this time, about 45% of the territory was classified as seismic zones 1, 2 and 3,
although no seismic provision was made for constructions in the remaining 55% of the country.
Over the next 20 years, understanding of Italian seismic hazard advanced rapidly, resulting in
a new seismic classification proposal in 1998, whereby about 70% of the territory was
classified into these three seismic zones. In 2003, based on this proposal, the new national
classification was officially implemented (Figure 3.1). The classification recognized that all
Italian territory is subject to seismic hazard and introduced a new, low seismicity zone to cover
the remaining unclassified 30% of the territory [Anna Sinopoli, 1998].

Erasmus Mundus Programme
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(a) Classification 1981-2003

(b) Classification after 2003

Figure 3.1 Seismic Classification of Italian Territory
3.2 Seismic codes

In 1974, the Law N. 64 established rules for updating seismic codes. In 1986, for the
first time, the problem of existing constructions, and not only the design of new buildings, was
addressed in a seismic code. Unfortunately, code updates did not follow the actual
developments in research on seismic design, and the Italian seismic codes did not change
significantly until 2003. The earlier codes were mainly concerned with the strength of
structures, while neglecting the attainment of an adequate ductility, which allows structures to
survive strong earthquakes. In addition, until 1996, no provision existed in the code to prevent
excessive flexibility, which can cause damage to non-structural elements of the construction in
low to medium intensity earthquakes. In practice, Italian buildings designed according to pre
1996 seismic codes usually have deficiencies that result in a high risk of collapse in strong
earthquakes and high risk of heavy non-structural damage in low to moderate intensity
earthquakes. [Crespellani, T., et al]
According to data, in southern Italy, about 70% of reinforced-concrete buildings and
more than 95% of masonry buildings were constructed before 1980. This means that few of the
reinforced-concrete buildings and practically no masonry buildings were designed according to
seismic design criteria, making the risk of collapse very high. For reinforced-concrete buildings,
the design for vertical loads often leads to a structure with resistant frames in one direction only.
In this direction, the structure can be sufficiently rigid, with extra-strength to withstand low and
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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moderate intensity earthquakes; but in the weak direction there are no frames or merely
external frames, resulting in high flexibility with little extra strength available to withstand
seismic actions. As stated above, excessive flexibility causes great damage to non-structural
elements (e.g. internal and external infill panels), even in low intensity earthquakes.
The seismic hazard(=zoning) classify the territory as seismic, introducing two levels of
seismicity: high (1st zone) and moderate (2nd zone) on the basis of the observed damages
until 1984: the first seismic zoning based on seismic hazard studies, i.e. IMCS |500yrs Based
on site intensities felt during historic earthquakes (from macroseismic earthquakes catalogues,
such as Baratta, Cavasino and Bonito)

Fig.3.2 Seismic map of Italy with three zones

After the catastrophic 1980 Irpinia Earthquake (M6.9 3,500 deaths), the Italian
Government used a research group to continuously update the knowledge about seismic
hazard. he National Group Against Earthquakes, GNDT (by the Italian National Research
Council, CNR) worked hardly to produce a physically-based model of seismic hazard with
consistent data earthquake catalogue for hazard studies: declustered (only mainshocks),
complete (since 1000 A.D. to nowadays), and engineered (Ms>4). A seismic source model:
Structural kinematic model: colors refer to stress mechanisms, i.e. red compressive, green
extensional.
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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A set of attenuation laws based on local strong ground motion records for several
spectral periods and different soil conditions. Seismic hazard maps for several spectral
acceleration periods and different recurrence intervals. Here shown the peak ground
accelerations expected with 500yrs return period PGAmax|500y≈0.4g. As a matter of fact a
new seismic zoning of Italy was issued in 2003 with (4th zone, 3rd zone, 2nd zone, 1st zone).
A 4th zone was established where anyway seismic actions are less relevant than other natural
actions (i.e. wind effects) [Augenti, N., et al.]

Fig.3.3 Seismic map of Italy with Four Zones

In the meantime a new seismic code was issued. The new seismic code is quite similar to
Eurocode8 (engineering design in seismic areas): The design spectrum is scaled according to
PGA|500yrs for each seismic zone with the followings boundary values:
• 4th zone: PGA|500yrs = 0.05g
• 3rd zone: PGA|500yrs = 0.15g
• 2nd zone: PGA|500yrs = 0.25g
• 1st zone: PGA|500yrs = 0.35g
There are three type of Soil normally identified as follows;
• Rock: Vs>800 m/s
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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• Medium Stiffness: Vs>180-360 m/s
• Soft: Vs<180 m/s
• The spectral shape is independent of the level of seismicity and it is soil-dependant
To contribute to confusion in 2004 the National institute of Geophysics (INGV)
produced a new SH map, based on a novel seismic source model. Since PGA-values are
lower of about 30% than the previous ones (CNR/GNDT), the territory classified as seismic
would reduce of about 1/3, that means:

Fig.3.4 Soil Classification
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http://www.ingv.it/ http://www.uniurb.it/geoappl/gislab/progetti
Fig.3.5 Geo-seismal map of Italy

3.3 ORDINANCE 3274
Ordinance 3274 is related to Technical Code for Constructions – Ministry of Transport and
Infrastructures (in Italian). The part 3 of OPC 3274, is related to the planning of bridges in the
seismic zone, which is substantially similar to Eurocode 8 – Part 2. The previous seismic Italian
code didn’t contain the specifications of bridges. Also it is generally devoted to the general
criterions for the planning of the bridges which contains only relative indications to the
structural masses to use within a seismic analysis and to the combinations of load to consider
at the center of verification. The introduction of the new code is adopting the current solutions
with the international system. In fact some recent seismic events of notable intensity have
underlined the importance of a correct structural conception of the bridges so that to guarantee
satisfactory performances. The earthquake is not any action, that some areas of the Italian
territory, that can be managed in simple and general way as all the other actions (such as live
loads, snow, wind) for all the typologies of constructions. To follow all the considerations of
ordinance 3274 has been applied to our particular bridge. [Ordinance 3274, 2003]. The seismic
map of the world is shown in Fig. 3.6.
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Fig. 3.6 Seismic map of world
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CHAPTER FOUR

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FEA MODELS FOR BRIDGE

4.1 Introduction
The finite element analysis procedure followed for the analysis of masonry structures
subjected to earthquake excitation, is presented through a real bridge study. For
micro-analysis purposed, materials are assigned with a value that can be determined from
experimental, destructive or non destructive testing. In the case of macro-analysis, the
Young`s Modulus value that corresponds to the homogenized masonry is selected either using
proper equations from literature or by analytical evaluation for a prism consisting of two blocks
and a mortar joint. The Young`s Modulus of Elasticity, E, is a parameter that determinatively
influences the masonry`s response. Either in the case of 2-D or in the case of 3-D elements
implementation, the masonry material is considered isotropic or orthotropic, depending on
whether distinct directional properties are exhibited. The modelling has been carried out by
using Finite Element Program. [SAP2000 2007, MIDAS 2006].
4.2 Application of the FE method
The prevalent use of two-dimensional FE for masonry structures is based on the, often
made, assumption that masonry’s geometrical characteristics and loading conditions permit it
to be accurately enough simulated by plane structural members. For historical buildings and
monuments’ analysis, particularities occurring, often impede such reduction assumptions,
especially when standards for high analysis results are imposed.
The accuracy of the stress output is strongly related to the FE meshing and the density
of the realized grid. In areas of openings and members’ intersections, variations of stress
distribution often appears to be more intense than in the rest of the wall surface, thus leading to
the use of smaller two dimensional FE, for the acquisition of detailed results. Consecutively, FE
thickness, usually representing the wall width, results to be considerably great in proportion to
their area dimensions and shells (FE activating six degrees of freedom) final geometry,
contradicts their two-dimensional character. Inadequate model formulation is also observed in
the case of architectural particularities, e.g. walls with width variations. Assumptions required
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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to effect dimensionality reduction in order to use two-dimensional elements for the analysis
may be proved misleading with inaccurate stress analysis results. In order to overcome the
problem, implementation of three-dimensional “solid” FE is recommended. When dynamic
loading vertically to the wall plane is imposed, such as in case of a abutment of bridge
subjected to hydrodynamic pressure or earthquake, implementation of “solid” elements permit
the acquirement of data related to stress variation along the width of the structure.
Standard types of “solid” FE are: the 4-node tetrahedron pyramid, the 6- node
pentahedron wedge and the 8-node hexahedron brick. Refinement is achieved using mid-side
nodes. For the formulation of the strain-displacement matrix, calculation and inversion of the
Jacobian matrix is needed. Given the stiffness matrix of the FE, the displacements of the
nodes are obtained. F. E model having total number of nodes and elements are 7843 and 7136
respectively is shown in the Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 Finite Element Model

For this type of bridgeanalysis a three-dimensional model has been developed. As shown in
the Fig 4.2., the full scale model of the bridge structure has been analyzed. Besides the static
loads due to filling, the weight of the ground has been considered at the batteresses. The
structure has been modeled with perfect joints. Only for the interaction structure has been
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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considered using the model of rigid links so that the rotation of the frontal wall of the shoulder
nearest to the real situation. The support conditons are shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 Support Conditions
4.3 Materials
Type of material with their mechanical characteristics, assumed in the constituent modeling of
bridge structure is shown is Table 4.1
Table 4.1 Material Properties Used in Analysis
Type Mat
Code
Elasticity Poisson Density
40
Concrete UNI(RC) 3.60E+07 0.2
2.45E+01
25
Concrete UNI(RC) 2.85E+07 0.2
2.45E+01

Mass Density Material Type
2.50E+00
Isotropic
2.50E+00
Isotropic

Material Type 40
Characteristic Resistance (Rck)

40MPa

Cylinderical Resistance fck

33.2 MPa

Young`s Modulus (E)

36050 MPa

Material Type 25
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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Characteristic Resistance (Rck)

25 MPa

Cylinderical Resistance (fck)

20.75 MPa

Young`s Modulus (E)

28500 MPa

Concrete
Compression resistance

Rcm = 53.10 MPa

Weight for unity of volume (inclusive armors)

γ = 2.5 kN/m3

Level of limited knowledge (LC2)
Factor of confidence = 1.20
Steel
The characteristics of the steel are is constituted by FeB44K.
Yielidng stress:

fyk = 430 MPa

Level of limited knowledge (LC2)
Factor of confidence = 1.20
4.4 Seismic Parameters for FEA Bridge Model
The Italian territory has seismically been divided recently. The present seismic code
has eliminated the discrepancies among the earthquake design of the various national zones.
Therefore the current seismic code has cured the serious gaps of civil protection to the seismic
risk.
The first direct objective concerns once on the value of Ag characterized from of return
than at least 475 years: earthquake of strong intensity. More in the specific, the probability of
the seismicity is related to 10% in 50 years. This seismic event, besides not causing the
collapse of the work, but we must guarantee the absorption of the seismic energy and the
rescue efforts for post-seismic for a small trafic.
The second objective concerns when the value of Ag characterized from return oft 100
years. More in the specific one, the probability of this seismic is related to 50% in 50 years. This
seismic event must produce to more negligible, or rather small structural damages which
neither distrub the traffic nor urgent interventions.
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The important concerns is when the value of Ag characterized from of 2475 year-old return for
catastrophic earthquake. More in the specific one, the probability of the catastrophic related to
the 2% in 50 years. This seismic event must not determine the collapse of the work. For
against, the work cannot be used anymore and the seismic wave could determine the collapse
of it.
The structure object of analysis is performed to seismic verification, according to the
OPCM 3274, in the Veneto Region. It is a strategic interest whose functionality during the
seismic events assumes fundamental relief for the Civil Protection. It requires therefore of an
evaluation of the safety state towards the seismic action according to what anticipated from the
OPCM 3274.
The objective to be pursued is the definition of the three levels of acceleration to the
ground correspondents to the three states limit defined as PGA of Collapse (CO), Sever
Damage (DS), Limited Damage (DL) and of their relationships with the accelerations with one
assigned probability of (2%, 10%, 50%, respectively) in the period that corresponds to the
useful life of the work. According to the Italian bridges belong to the structures Zone 2, and
therefore their useful life is of 100 years. The verification is developed using elastic response
spectrum for the determination of the response as mentioned in the OPC 3274.
The characterizing seismic parameters of the bridge express in terms of maximum (Ag)
acceleration of the ground, with 10% probability in 50 years, reported to fixed grounds
characterized by shear velocity Vs > 800 m/s [OPCM 3274]. An acceleration to the ground
equal to ag = 0.25g has been assumed. The values of the parameters as mentioned in Table
4.2 and Table 4.3 to be inserted in the expressions of the elastic response spectra of the
horizontal components for horizontal and vertical directions. The response spectrum of the
demand of the structure under seismic actions in according to Italian Seismic code 3274 with
Peak Ground Acceleration 0.25 g as shown in Fig. 4.3. and Fig. 4.4 for horizental and vertical
direction, respectively.
Table 4.2 Response Spectrum Parameters (Horizental Direction)
Soil
Type

Damping
Ratio

G

S

Tb

Tc

Td

Ag

C

5%

B

1.25

0.15

0.5

2

0.25g
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Fig. 4.3 Design Spectrum for Bridges (Horizental) in Italy (3274)
Table 4.3 Response Spectrum Parameters (Vertical Direction)
Soil
Type

Damping
Ratio

G

S

Tb

Tc

Td

Ag

C

5%

B

1.0

0.05

0.15

1

0.25g

Fig. 4.4 Design Spectrum for Bridges (Vertical) in Italy (3274)
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4.5 Simulated time history response
An alternative approach was the adoption of an simulated time history in the above
research. The signal was generated using the code SIMQKE [Gasparini and Vanmarcke,
1979]. This software constructs a time history matching a defined spectrum. To do this,
SIMQKE builds a power spectral density function from a smoothed response spectrum and
then produces sinusoidal signals of random phase angles and amplitudes. Then, performs an
iterative filtering of a series of white noise with a trapezoidal function of amplitudes in time
domain.
Some researchers expressed doubts about the use of such artificial accelerograms
becuase they have inadequate low frequency content and an excessive energy content spread
all over the length of the signal and is not relatively concentrated as in a real ground motion.
The coefficient of viscous damping coeficient in percentage is assumed equal to:

ξ = 5%
Assuming the strategic interest of the bridge it is assigned a factor of importance:

γ = 1.4

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 4.5 Simulated accelerogram (a) Time History (b) Response Spectra

The accelerations of the elastic response spectrum for the State Limit (SL) of Collapose (CO)
are multiplied by 1.5 with the SL of Severe Damage (DS). The PGAs to the three SLs are
shown in the following Table 4.4:

Table 4.4 Three Levels Peak Ground Acceleration
Acceleraton of Three SL
SLDL

PGAsoll 50%

[g]

0.175

SLDS / 2.5

SLDS

PGAsoll 10%

[g]

0.438

ag⋅γ⋅S

SLCO

PGAsoll 2%

[g]

0.657

SLDS ·1.5

The detail PGA at Slco is shown in response specturm in Fig. 4.6
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Region with small periods said
"sensitive Region to the
acceleration"

Fig. 4.6 Location of PGA at Collapse

4.6 Analyses Of the Seismic Resposne of Structure

Evaluation of the safety state towards the seismic action is related to the bridge under
investigation that the bridge is constructed according to the code so as to able or less than to
withstand the anticipated seismic damage. Normally there are three different levels of limit
state defined for the verification.
The analysis of the present study is developed on a road infrastructure considering
regional importance of fundamental relief in the provincial and town plans of emergency.
The less severe limit to be pursued (Level 1) is therefore the definition of three levels of
acceleration to the ground correspondents to the three states limit (SL of Collapse, SL of
Severe Damage, SL of Limited Damage) as well as the determination of the parameters
related to their relationships with the accelerations with probability of 2%, 10% and 50% in 100
years. The verifications of the study depend on the level of knowledge adjusted (LC2) used for
the absence of tests and verifications in site.
Preliminary analysis foresees, with the typology of the bridge object of verification, that
the vulnerability of the same bridge is tied up to the vulnerability of all the components of
Erasmus Mundus Programme
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structures that they connected with the strcutures. The combination of the components of the
seismic action considered in following three directions:

X + 0.3Y + 0.3Z

0.3X + Y + 0.3Z
0.3X + 0.3Y + Z


4.7 Methods of analysis
To obtain the strength capacity of the structure, the pushover analysis, dynamic
time-history and response spectrum analysis were conducted using MIDAS and SAP2000.
Dynamic time-history analysis is a stepwise solution of the multi-degree of freedom equations
of motion in the time domain. It is a powerful tool for the study of structural seismic response. A
set of carefully selected ground motion records can give an accurate evaluation of the
anticipated seismic performance of structures. However, it needs significant computational
efforts.
As an alternative, the inelastic static pushover analysis is a simple option for estimating
the strength capacity in the post-elastic range, and can also be used to highlight potential weak
areas in the structure. This procedure involves applying a predefined lateral load pattern which
is distributed along the bridge height. The lateral forces are then monotonically increased in
constant proportion with a displacement control at the top of the building, until the failure of the
structure (Mwafy and Elnashai 2001). The assumption of the pushover analysis is that the
response of the structure can be related to the response of an equivalent single degree of
freedom system. This implies that the response is controlled by a single mode, and that the
shape of this mode remains constant throughout the time history response (Krawinkler and
Seneviratna 1998).
Before the pushover analysis or dynamic collapse analysis, a modal analysis is
performed. The modal analysis yields the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the
structure, which are used respectively for selecting the base accelerogram in the dynamic
collapse analysis and determining the lateral load distribution in the pushover analysis.
Rayleigh damping model was used in the analysis and the damping matrix is given by

C = αM + β K
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Since the damping of higher modes is unpredictable, the damping is assumed to be
proportional to initial stiffness (K) only. Thus α is taken as zero and β is calculated by the
program to give 5% critical damping in the first mode of the structure.
In the pushover analysis, lateral loads are applied in one direction at the master nodes, and are
increased until the failure of the structure. The distribution of loading in the vertical direction,
which is incorporated in the option of SAP2000, is calculated according to the OPCM 3274
Based on the fundamental periods calculated in the modal analysis, the loading shape
for the pushover analysis was calculated. Then the predefined lateral loads were increased in
steps. A small time step of 0.01s was selected to make sure that the loading rate was slow
enough that inertia forces were insignificant. This time step was verified by the running of
several analyses with different time steps, to check for convergence of the results.
In the dynamic collapse analysis, one set of the input ground accelerogram generated
from an earthquake can only generate one value of the maximum displacement and maximum
base shear. In order to determine the capacity of the structures, the input base motion has to
be scaled to simulate varying intensity of the ground motions, and a series of maximum
responses were generated from the analysis. This scaling method involves multiplying the
base acceleration by a factor, while keeping the time step the same. An iteration time step of
0.005s was selected in dynamic collapse analysis, which was verified by the running of several
analyses with different time steps, to check for convergence of the results
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CHAPTER FIVE

EVALUATIONS OF SEISMIC VULNERABILITY

5.1

FEA Results and Interpretations
In this chapter FEA modelling and the procedure to evaluate seismic adequacy of Bridge

will be discussed. As it can be seen from the following figure that the structure is strong enough
to resist the design earthquake. The results obtained from Finite Element Modeling are shown
from the Figs. 5.1 to 5.8.

5.2

Interpretation of the Results

The bridge has been modeled with degree of freedom using the response spectrum method. In
the specific case, the time history analysis has been performed to the structure which is
characterized by low periods using acceleration of the ground while the maximum
displacements is very small. The structure treated therefore of a very rigid system supported
with the ground. The mode shapes from Eigenvalue Analysis and frequencies obtained is
shown is the following Fig. 5.2.
The modal analysis was carried out before the main analysis was conducted, to obtain
the natural frequencies and the mode shape. The predicted 1st, 2nd and 3rd modal natural
periods for bridge obtained from the modal analysis are 0.00596s, 0.00485s and 0.00472s,
which are quite near values to actual bridge. Thus, the proposed FEA model can represent the
dynamic property of the model quite well.
Inorder to confirm the structural rigidity, following a series of results represents the deflection
of the bridge. The deflection in longitudinal direction is shown in the following Fig. 5.1 having
maximum value of 3.5 mm in severe condition.
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Fig. 5.1 Deflected Shape

Fig. 5.2 Mode Shape
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Fig. 5.3 Displacement Contours

Fig. 5.4 Vibration Mode Shape 1 (Natural Period = 0.00596 Sec)
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Fig. 5.5 Vibration Mode 2 (Natural Period = 0.00485 Sec)

Fig. 5.6 Vibration Mode Shape 3 (Natural Period = 0.00472 Sec)
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5.3 Arch Verification
In the first phase the behavior of the arch has been studied. The longitudinal section has been
verified considering two typical (in centre, and near support) sections.
The considered resistant section is composed from the arch and wall. After careful evaluation
of the constructive sketches, it has been observed that in case of seismic actions the wall
doesn't suffer to jeopardize its functionality, considering that it also supports a part of the
sidewalk.
For the determination of the resistant PGA in terms of capacity, the capacity and the demand
has been calculated. From their relationship the safety coefficient FS can be obtained, by
dividing the capacity PGA with the demand PGA. This procedure has been adopted
longitudinal section of arch.
The shape of the longitudinal moment along the arc, considering the combination with the
prevailing longitudinal earthqukae are shown in following Fig 5.7. In Fig. 5.8, only detail of one
spans has been shown.

Fig. 5.7 Bending Moment Diagram for 11 span of bridges.

Fig. 5.8 Bending Moment Diagram for mid span of bridges.
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5.4 Saftey verification of arch at centre of bridge
The values of the resistant PGAs to the state level (SL) of collapse (CO) related to the section
at the centre are discussed in the following section. The results are multiplying with the peak of
acceleration to the ground, obtained from various seismic zone, for the safety coefficient.
Similarly SL(DS) and SL(DL) were also calculated.
5.1 Table Safety coefficient obtained from the worst combination for mid span arch
Coefficient Mx/My = constant
Coefficient γ
Mx [kNcm]
N [kN]
Mux [kNcm]
Nu [kN]

Coefficeint N = constant

2.95788
-756000000
26431295
-2236161342
78180600

Coefficient
Mx [kNcm]
N [kN]
Mux [kNcm]
Nu [kN]

4.356715
-756000000
16820000
-3293676540
73279946

Table 5.2 PGA capacity of the Mid span Arch
BENDING - State Level of Collapse (SLCO)
Longitudinal

PGAcap [g]

PGAcap [g]

γmin * SLCO PGAsoll 2% (0.657)

1.942

BENDING - State Level of Sever Damage
(SLDS)

PGAcap [g]

Longitudinal

γmin * SLDS PGAsoll 10%(0.438)

1.295166

BENDING - State Level of Limited Damage
(SLDL)

PGAcap [g]

Longitudinal

γmin * SLDL PGAsoll 50%(0.175)

0.517475

The safety coefficients to the three states limit and the graph of the resistant PGA to the SL CO,
SL DS and SL DL are shown in Fig. 5.9 to 5.11
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2.500
2.000

PGA Capacity

1.942

PGA Demand

PGA [g]

1.500
1.000
0.656
0.500
0.000
State Limit at Collapse SL( CO)

Fig. 5.9 Comparison of actual PGAcap and required PGA at Collapse.

Fig. 5.10 Comparison of actual PGAcap and required PGA at Severe Damage
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Fig. 5.11 Comparison of actual PGAcap and required PGA at Limited Damage

5.5 Saftey verification of arch near support of bridge
The values of the resistant PGAcap to the SL CO, SL DS and SL DL related to the sate
limits at support are shown in the following Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Safety coefficient obtained from the worst combination at near support
Coefficient when Mx/My = constant
Coefficient
Mx [kNcm]
N [kN]
Mux [kNcm]
Nu [kN]

Coefficient when N = constant

2.10867
-4042000000
33880000
-1916848000
94967200

Coefficient
Mx [kNcm]
N [kN]

2.75869
-4042000000
33880000

Mux [kNcm]

11150624900

Nu [kN]

934644.17200
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Table 5.4 PGA capacity at support span Arch
BENDING - SLCO

PGAcap [g]
γmin * SLCO PGAsoll 2%

Longitudinal

(0.657)

BENDING - SLDS

BENDING - SLDL

0.92359
PGAcap [g]

γmin * SLDL PGAsoll

Longitudinal

1.38539
PGAcap [g]

γmin * SLDS PGAsoll 10%(0.438)

Longitudinal

PGAcap [g]

0.36901

50%(0.175)

1.600
1.385
1.400

PGA Capacity

1.200

PGA Demand

PGA [g]

1.000
0.800

0.656

0.600
0.400
0.200
0.000
State Limit at Collapse SL( CO)

Fig. 5.12 Comparison of actural PGAcap and required PGA at Collapse near support.
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison of actural PGAcap and required PGA at Severe Damage near support.

Fig. 5.14 Comparison of actural PGAcap and required PGA at Limited Damage near support.
From Figs 5.9 and Fig. 5. 14 it is confirm that the arch is suffcient capacity to resist the
seismic action under the sever condition of state limit at collapse (SL CO), severe damage (SL
SD) and limited damage (SL LD).
5.6 Comparison of Demand and Capacity of bridge
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To obtain the strength capacity of the structure, the pushover analysis were conducted
using SAP2000. A set of carefully selected ground motion records can give an accurate
evaluation of the anticipated seismic performance of structures. However, it needs significant
computational efforts [Imai et al., 1982, SHAKE91]
As an alternative, the inelastic static pushover analysis is a simple option for estimating
the strength capacity in the post-elastic range, and can also be used to highlight potential weak
areas in the structure. This procedure involves applying a predefined lateral load pattern which
is distributed along the longitudinal cross-section. The lateral forces are then monotonically
increased in constant proportion with a displacement control at the top of the bridge, until the
failure of the structure. The results obtained are shown in the Figs. 5.15.
After the capacity curve is converted into Sa-Sd format, it is superimposed with the
demand curve. It the capacity curve intersects the demand curve, the seismic adequacy is
sufficient. On the contrary, if the capacity curve does not intersect with the demand curve, the
seismic adequacy is insufficient.
7

6

Spectral acceleration

Demand

5

Longitudinal Side Bridge Curve

4

3

2

1

0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

Spectral displacement (m)

Fig. 5.15 Comparison between Spectral acceleration and displacement for Seismic
Vulnerability of Bridge
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The study focused on evaluating the seismic vulnerability of bridge structures in Italy,

which were designed without any seismic provision, when subjected to earthquakes occurred
in Italy. A rigorious FEA analytical model to determine the capacity of full scale bridge was
established. A 3D nonlinear macroscopic FEA model using MIDAS was developed for bridge
under seismic loading. It is shown that this model can predict dynamic properties with
reasonable accuracy.

The seismic vulnerability of historical bridge in Italy was evaluated by comparing the
demand and capacity curves. Based on the data of strong simulated earthquake, the worst
scenario (design earthquake) the seismic demand for historical bridge in Italy was carried out.
The capacity of the bridge was obtained by the FEA model. The case study reveals that for
certain cases, historical bridge in Italy may suffer damages due to the worst possible
earthquake. Based on the prediction, strengthening and further monitoring system are
proposed.

6.2

RECOMMENDATION
The study herein is mainly based on numerical criteria. As a further study, experimental

investigations and rational numerical models for seismic retrofitting with actual soil
investigation at the subsoil of the bridge may be carried out to satisfy the performance-base
criteria.
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APPENDIX: A – DESIGN SPECTRUM FOR BRIDGES (SIMULATED VS OPCM
3274)
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APPENDIX B PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATION OF
RESPONSE SPECTRA
The response spectra is a plot of the maximum response (maximum displacement,
velocity, acceleration, or any other quantity of interest) to a specified load function for
single-degree-of freedom system. The abscissa of the plot is the natural frequency (or period)
of the system, and the ordinate is the maximum response. Herein, the load function under
study is the base earthquake excitation.

u

k
m

F(t)

c

(a)
ku
.

cu

F(t)

..

mu
(b)

Figure D.1 (a) damped simple oscillator excited by the force F(t); (b) free body diagram (Paz
and Leigh 2005)
A single-degree-of freedom system subjected to a general type of force is shown in
Figure B.1. The differential equation of motion, based on the dynamic equilibrium of the forces
in the free body diagram is:
⋅⋅

⋅

m u + c u + ku = F (t )

(B.1)
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Where,

F(t)= the force applied to the mass of the oscillator.

us(t)

u

k

(a)

m
c
us
u
k(u-us)
(b)

..
.

mu

.

c( u − u s )

Figure B.2 (a) damped simple oscillator excited by the displacement us(t); (b) free body
diagram (Paz and Leigh 2005)

Figure B.2 shows a single-degree-of freedom system excited by a motion at its base. The
equation of motion obtained using the free body diagram is:
⋅
⋅⋅

⋅

m u + c(u − u s )+ k (u − us ) = 0

(B.2)

Where,

u = the absolute displacement;
u s = the excited displacement at the base.
For convenience, relative displacement ur = u − u s is introduced. Equation (B.2) can be
represented as:
⋅
⋅⋅

⋅

⋅⋅

m u r + c u r + kur = − m u s (t ) = Feff (t )

(B.3)
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The solution of the equation (B.3) gives the response for the structure excited at the base,
in terms of the relative motion u r . In order to solve equation (B.3), Direct Integration (Paz and
Leigh 2005), a numerical integration procedure, is introduced.

F(τ)

F(ti+1)

F(ti)
F(ti-1)

∆F
F(τ)
τ
ti-1

τ
∆ti

ti+1

ti

Figure B.3 Segmental linear loading function (Paz and Leigh 2005)
The time duration of the based excitation can be divided into N equal time intervals with the
interval ∆t . If ∆t is small enough, the excitation function Feff (t ) can be approximated by a
piecewise linear function as shown in Figure B.3 and can be expressed as:

Feff (t ) = (1 −

t − ti
t − ti
t − t i ..
t − t i ..
) Feff ,i + (
) Feff ,i +1 = − m[(1 −
) u s ,i + (
) u s ,i +1 ], t i ≤ t ≤ t i +1 (B.4)
∆t
∆t
∆t
∆t

Thus, equation (B.3) can be expressed as:
⋅
⋅⋅

⋅

m u r + c u r + ku r = −(1 −

..
t − t i ..
t − ti
) mu s ,i − (
)m u s ,i +1 , t i ≤ t ≤ t i +1 (B.5)
∆t
∆t

According to Paz and Leigh (2005), the solution to equation (B.5) is
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u r ,i +1 = e −ξω∆t [C i cos ω D ∆t + Di sin ω D ∆t ] + Bi + Ai ∆t
.

−ξω∆t
[ Di (ω D cos ω D ∆t − ξω sin ω D ∆t ) − C i (ξω cos ω D ∆t + ω D sin ω D ∆t )] − Ai
u r ,i +1 = e
 ..
..
.
u r ,i +1 = u s ,i +1 + 2ξω u r ,i +1 + ω 2 u r ,i +1

(B.6)
Where

Feff ,i +1 − Feff ,i

Ai =

k∆t
Feff ,i − cAi

Bi =

k

..

..

u s ,i +1 − u s ,i
=−
ω 2 ∆t
..

=−

u s ,i +1 + 2ξωAi

ω2

C i = u r ,i − Bi
.

Di =

u r ,i

Ai

ξωCi

ωD

ωD = ω 1 ξ 2

From equation (B.6), with an assumed critical damping ratio ξ and the input base
..

excitation u s , for each circular period ω or period T, a serials of relative displacement ur,
.

..

relative velocity u r , and relative acceleration u r can be solved. The maximum value of the
relative displacement is referred to as the spectrum displacement Sd = max(ur ) . And the
..

spectrum acceleration Sa = ω 2Sd , spectrum velocity Sv = ωSd . Actually Sa ≈max(u r ) and
.

Sv ≈max(u r ) . For a series of ω (or T), a series of Sd, Sv and Sa can be solved and the

corresponding response spectral can be obtained.
Based on equation (B.6), a program using Fortran 90 was written to calculate the
response spectra. The program is as shown below.
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Fortran program
PROGRAM elastic_response_spectra
DIMENSION TC(100000),R(100000),FP(100000)
REAL NE,FI,DF,FF,XSI,H,G
!NUMBER OF POINTS DEFINING THE EXCITATION NE
!INITIAL PERIOD (S)
FI
!PERIOD INCREMENT (S)
DF
!FINAL PERIOD (S)
FF
!DAMPING RATIO
XSI
!TIME STEP INTEGRATION
H
!ACCELERATION GRAVITY ratio
G
!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHARACTER*12 NAME1,NAME2
WRITE(*,1)
1 FORMAT(1X,23HINPUT DATA FILE NAME=> )
READ(*,3) NAME1
WRITE(*,2)
2 FORMAT(1X,19HOUTPUT FILE NAME=> )
READ(*,3) NAME2
3 FORMAT(A12)
OPEN(1,FILE=NAME1,STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(2,FILE=NAME2,STATUS='NEW')
READ(1,*) NE,FI,DF,FF,XSI,H,G
Loop1: DO I = 1, NE
READ(1,*) TC(I),R(I) ! TC(I) is time, R(I) is input base acceleration
END DO LOOP1
WRITE(2,*) 'PERIOD. SD SV VMAX SA AMAX'
!------------------------------------ calculate response
Loop2: DO I = 1, NE
R(I)=R(I)*G ! If the input base acceleration is the ratio of g, then times g, otherwise,
if the unit is m/s^2, g=1
END DO Loop2
TMAX=TC(NE)
NT=TMAX/H
N1=NT+1
Loop3: DO I = 1, N1
FP(I)=0
END DO Loop3
FP(1)=R(1)
ANN=0
II=1
LOOP4: DO I=2,N1
AI=I-1
T=AI*H
IF (T.GT.TC(NE)) THEN
GOTO 30
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END IF
IF (T.GT.TC(II+1)) THEN
ANN=-TC(II+1)+T-H
II=II+1
ELSE
ANN=ANN+H
END IF
FP(I)=R(II)+(R(II+1)-R(II))*ANN/(TC(II+1)-TC(II))
END DO LOOP4
30 PI=3.14159265 !LOOP OVER FREQUENCY VALUES
Z=FI-DF
K=0
LOOP5: DO WHILE (Z.LE.FF)
K=K+1
Z=Z+DF
! Z is natural period
40 W=2*PI/Z
W2=W*W
WD=W*SQRT(1-XSI*XSI)
!------------------------------------------- SUBROUTINE ANALYSIS
PI=3.14159265
DMAX=-100
VMAX=-100
ABMAX=-100
Y1=0
Y2=0
DT=H
XW=XSI*W
E=EXP(-XW*DT)
C=COS(WD*DT)
S=SIN(WD*DT)
IF (TC(2)-TC(1).EQ.DT) THEN
RO=-R(1)
! Feff(I)=-m*a(I), m=1, a(I)=FP(I)=R(I),a(I) is input base acceleration
ELSE
RO=-FP(1)
END IF
!------- LOOP OVER TIME AND CALCULATE MAXIMUM VALUES
LOOP6: DO I=2, N1
IF (TC(2)-TC(1).EQ.DT) THEN
R1=-R(I)
ELSE
R1=-FP(I)
END IF
DFG=R1-RO
FI=RO
AI=DFG/DT/W2
BI=(FI-2*XW*AI)/W2
CI=Y1-BI
DI=(Y2-AI+XW*CI)/WD
Y11=E*(CI*C+DI*S)+BI+AI*DT
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Y22=E*(DI*(WD*C-XW*S)-CI*(XW*C+WD*S))+AI
Y1=Y11
Y2=Y22
DDX=-2*XW*Y2-W2*Y1
RO=R1
!----------------------------------------IF(ABS(Y1) .GT. DMAX) THEN
DMAX = ABS(Y1)
END IF
IF(ABS(Y2).GT. VMAX) THEN
VMAX = ABS(Y2)
END IF
IF(ABS(DDX) .GT. ABMAX) THEN
ABMAX = ABS(DDX)
END IF
END DO LOOP6
SD=DMAX
SV=DMAX*W
SA=DMAX*W2
!-------------------------------------- PRINT RESULTS
WRITE (2,900) Z,SD,SV,VMAX,SA,ABMAX
900 FORMAT (F5.2, 5F16.9)
END DO LOOP5
END
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APPENDIX: C – INPUT FILE FOR SHAKE91
option 1 - dynamic soil properties 1
3
8

#1 modulus for clay (seed & sun 1989) upper range

0.001

0.01

0.05

0.995

0.952

0.800

8

0.10

0.20

0.667

0.40

0.500

0.60

0.333

1.0

0.250

0.167

damping for clay (Idriss 1990) -

0.001

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.20

0.40

0.60

1.0

2.55

3.02

4.70

6.17

8.00

9.83

10.75

11.67

8

#2 modulus for sand (seed & idriss 1970) - upper Range

0.001

0.01

0.05

0.962

0.714

0.333

8

0.10

0.20

0.200

0.40

0.111

0.60

0.059

1.0

0.040

0.024

damping for clay (Idriss 1990) -

0.001

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.20

1.62

5.57

11.67

13.80

15.22

8

0.40

0.60

16.06

1.0

16.36

16.61

#3 ATTENUATION OF ROCK AVERAGE

0.0001

0.0003

1.000

1.000

5

0.001

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.9875

0.9525

0.900

0.810

0.1
0.725

1.0
0.550

DAMPING IN ROCK

0.0001
0.4

0.001
0.8

3 1

0.01

1.5

0.1

3.0

1.0
4.6

2 3

Option 2 -- Soil Profile
2
1

7

1

2

19.68

5906

.050

.115

2

2

19.68

16025

.050

.121

3

1

26.24

21539

.050

.127

4

1

32.80

26929

.050

.127

5

1

52.48

34782

.050

.134

6

1

72.16

49519

.050

.134

7

3

.010

.141

11475.

Option 3 -- input motion:
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3
2000 2048 .01
1

diam2.txt

25.

0

(1f10.6)

2

Option 4 -- sublayer for input motion {within (1) or outcropping (0):
4
7

1

Option 5 -- number of iterations & ratio of avg strain to max strain
5
0

8

0.5

Option 6 -- sublayers for which accn time histories are computed & saved:
6
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

option 9 -- compute & save response spectrum:
9
1

0

1

0

9.81

0.05
option 10 -- compute & save amplification spectrum:
10
7

0

1

0

0.05

- surface/rock outcrop

execution will stop when program encounters 0
0
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